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Introduction 
 
If you are using a wide format printer commercially, sooner or later you will need to 
laminate or mount your wide format prints. At this point, you will need to learn the jargon 
of lamination. 
 
You can find dozens of glossaries about lamination on the Internet. So if you do not 
mind spending several hours searching, this is one way to go. But, if you would like to 
have one single source that combines the coverage of all the glossaries on the Internet, 
that is what a university can accomplish well. At the end of this compilation, we list all 
the source material on the Internet.  
 
We cover laminating prints to the lenticular material in the FLAAR Fast Facts on 
lenticular prints. 
 
So here is Professor Hellmuth’s glossary of terms on lamination. FLAAR has two 
laminators, one at each university where Nicholas is the Director of the large format 
digital imaging facility. Dr Hellmuth also inspects laminators at German and American 
tradeshows, especially DRUPA, CeBIT, Photokina (all in Germany) and ISA, PMA, 
SGIA and Seybold San Francisco in the USA, as well as IPEX in England. 
 

Glossary 
 
acrylic A type of adhesive made out of plastic, with one tacky side. Used in cold mounting film. 
An alternative to acrylic adhesive would be latex, or rubber adhesive. 
 
application tape, the tape (usually in rolls) that holds the letters or design in place while 
carrying to, and applying on, a vehicle side or other display area. 
 
adhesive The glue that sticks the laminate material to a desired receptor surface. The adhesive 
may be a plastic layer known as polyethylene. 
 
backing paper protects the adhesive from sticking to surfaces before its time. The backing 
paper must be wound back up after it has served its purpose. The rewinding must be foreseen 
in the design of a higher-end laminator. 
 
base is the main layer, usually made out of polyester, which provides the protection. An 
adhesive is applied and it forms a laminating layer. 
 
bends or kinks may develop when the product has not had enough time to completely cool 
after the lamination process. Avoid handling or rolling the material until after it has completely 
cooled.  
 
blistering an imperfection just like a blister on your skin. This can be caused when the ink has 
not been allowed to dry sufficiently before lamination, and/or been exposed to too much heat, by 
either a temperature that is too hot or the product being fed into the machine too slow. 
 
bubbles an unsightly defect caused by variable factors (depending on which report you read): 
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 Applying too much heat. 

 Too much moisture during the lamination process.  

 Being pushed too fast into the nip, faster than the laminator’s own speed.  

 Lack of supply roll tension (www.gwjco.com/laminatingproblems.htm).  

 In general, insufficient pressure. 
 
carrier Is an aid for carrying the pouch through the laminator. Lamination pouches are placed 
inside of a carrier to prevent glue from getting stuck on the rollers. 
 
cationic adhesive A type of adhesive with positively charged ions moving toward the negative 
electrode during electrolysis.  
 
cationic method: An adhesive that becomes tacky when exposed to UV light. See also dry 
lamination and wet lamination 
 
chuck, a device to hold something cylindrical in shape, such as a core or shaft, in the case of 
laminating equipment, a block at the end of the mandrels to support them, such as on the 
supply roll mandrel. 
 
clear finish A type of lamination appearance that gives a product a wet look.  A clear film will 
have a shiny (glossy finish); as opposed to the slightly granular appearance of a dull film 
(matte finish). 
 
clear roll film A film used to give a product a glass-like appearance and can be used on most 
products.  
 
clouds when the temperature is set too low during the lamination process.  
 
clutch is controlled via a tension knob for regulating tension on the supply roll mandrel. The 
purpose of tension is to eliminate potential wrinkles. 
 
cold film Film where one side is peeled back to reveal a tacky side that is placed directly onto 
the product.  
 
cold lamination This process uses a release liner instead of heat in order to expose the glue. 
The laminate is then pressed directly onto the print. This process requires the use of less 
equipment than the hot lamination process. This process is ideal for outdoor prints because it 
offers UV protection. Cold lamination should not be used for products that will not be mounted 
or that will be rolled up in storage. The finished product is usually not as clear as the hot 
lamination process and is usually more expensive. This process also produces more waste than 
hot lamination due to having to dispose the backing material of the laminate.  
 
contact time The amount of time the product is in the nip of the rollers.  
 
cool lamination See also cold lamination 
 
copolymer or co-polymer a component of the polyethylene, or plastic adhesive glue. A 
compound made up of more than one monomer molecule. 
 
 

http://www.gwjco.com/laminatingproblems.htm
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core chuck, a device for fastening the core, the cardboard core which holds the roll of 
laminating material. 
 
core thickness or core size The core thickness is the hole that runs up the middle of the 
lamination film. The standard size is 12 to 27 inches thick.  
 
crystal finish A type of lamination finish that has the texture of sand granuals.  See also 
glossy, luster, matte, and satin. 
 
cure through: Another name for wet lamination given for a clear adhesive that is used during 
this process. see also wet lamination. 
 
curling of the print, meaning it will not stay flat, a problem that may happen during laminating 
long prints. 
 
curing time the time it takes the lamination process to fully take effect. During the curing time it 
is best not to roll the product up tightly or otherwise put stress on the materials. 
 
de-lamination This can occur when using a photo gloss paper that has not been given enough 
time to dry completely and the laminate material peels away from the product.  
 
dimpling, approximately comparable to wrinkles in the laminate material. May result from 
excessive heat. 
 
dry lamination A process where adhesive is printed onto a product and then sent to an 
ultraviolet curing station to make the adhesive sticky. Foil is then placed on top of the sticky 
adhesive.  
 
dry mount tissue A type of heat-activated adhesive made to affix itself to photos and other 
paper material. Kodak dry mount tissue has been used for decades in mounting photographs. 
 
dry mounting A type of thermal process that attaches a product to a mounting board using 
heat-activated dry mounting tissue. The board will tend to be foam board, or a comparable 
material. Either a laminator machine or a press can be used for this process. There may or may 
not be, any lamination in addition to the mounting. The purpose of mounting (dry or otherwise) is 
to keep the print flat and non-curling. 
 
dry mount press A machine that uses a heat-activated adhesive to adhere an image to a foam 
board, or other backing material. 
 
durometer A device used to measure how hard a laminate is.  
 
encapsulating or encapsulation An overlap of laminate material around the perimeter of the 
document in order to maximize the protection to the product. Encapsulation dues not, in and of 
itself, mean that the laminate is stuck to either or both sides of the material. Only that the edges 
(on the overlap usually) are sealed tight. Encapsulation is best done with thermal lamination. 
 
exit temperature The surface temperature of a product directly after it has gone through the 
rollers. 
 
feed table, see table (infeed and outfeed table). 
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film may be acetate, polyester, polyethylene, polypropylene, vinyl and other polymeric 
materials. (www.stickybusiness.com/customer_care/glossary.htm).  
 
finish, meaning surface finish or appearance, usually either dull (matte) or shiny (glossy). 
 
finishing is the final part of the workflow of producing an inkjet print. Finishing includes cutting, 
trimming, and laminating. 
 
foot control allows you to have both hands free to feed the materials or work the controls. This 
is sometimes an option and sometimes included. 
 
floor graphics are prints mounted onto the floor, used frequently as a point of sale device. 
Floor graphics have to be laminated for protection as well as anti-slip. The underside needs 
adhesive to stay stuck to the floor. 
 
foot print test A test run to make sure the speed, temperature, film, and pressure are all set up 
correctly.  
 
gloss finish A type of finish that makes a product look shiny. In other instances it is almost a 
wet look. Sometimes either of these effects is desirable, other times it is too plastic looking, in 
which case a matte finish may be preferable. See also crystal, luster, matte, and satin. 
 
heat activated film, as its name suggests, this film requires heat to melt the adhesive in order 
to stick to the material. 
 
heat shoes are a low-cost alternative to heated rubber cylinders that spin, called rollers. 
However, it is generally considered that heated rollers work better. 
 
high pressure laminate A lamination process that laminates at a pressure of between 1,000 
and 1,400 psi.  
 
hot film Film that must be heated in order to adhere to a product.  
 
hot lamination This is a lamination process that is only used for certain materials. Can be used 
for either hot or cold lamination. The size range is anywhere from 12” to 80”. The laminate is 
heated to 240+ degrees to melt the glue. The rollers apply pressure to the product. The laminate 
sticks to the print as the glue dries. Both rollers can be heated in order to apply the laminate 
material to both the top and bottom sides of the print at the same time. The print must be fed 
through a second time if only one heated roller is used. This process is recommended for prints 
that will be used and handled on a regular basis.   
 
hybrid process Using both a hot and cold lamination process together. The material is heated 
and a laminate with a release liner is used.  This process is recommended for products that are 
not easy to laminate using the cold lamination process alone.  
 
idler rollers, actually an idler bar, used to support and direct film through a lamination machine. 
It will assure complete lamination at the point of cure. Idlers are useful features of a laminator, 
top idler, bottom idler (www.beaconadhesives.com/process_guidelines.htm) 
 

http://www.stickybusiness.com/customer_care/glossary.htm
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image enhancement means that lamination makes the image look better. A good example 
would be pigmented ink on heavy bond paper. Alone, that is a dull combination. But laminating 
the end result produces a more attractive product and hence, more salable. Many laminated 
signs look better: that means the laminate enhances the image. 
 
infeed trimmer is a slitter within the laminating machine that does preliminary vertical trimming 
before the product exits the system. 
 
lacquer a clear, glossy varnish material originally made from the sap of a tree in Asia, used for 
surface lamination. 
 
laminant the material which bonds two materials to each other. In this context laminate is 
intended to mean an adhesive for films, sheets, foils, or other thin materials. see also adhesive 
 
laminate, the material that laminates the image, such as a polyester film or polycarbonate. 
 
lamination Covering a product in a protective material called a laminate. The laminate is 
usually thin and transparent. There are two parts to lamination: the plastic protectant cover and 
the glue. Laminate material is measured in a ratio scale. For example, 1:2 means the lamination 
is made up of three parts, one part plastic and two parts glue. This ratio varies according to the 
type, size, and use of the product.  
 
liquid laminate also known as clear coating, is a thin film that is placed over a product in an 
inexpensive matter in order to protect it from abrasion, marring, chemicals, weather, handling, 
water, peeling, or fading. The laminate will also increase the appearance of color and ink on a 
product. Liquid laminate may be sprayed on, rolled on (by hand), applied in a dip-bath, or in a 
professional or industrial machine. The liquid may be water based or solvent, in which case it 
needs its own room and a strong air evacuation cleaning and/or filtration system. The results of 
liquid lamination are of high quality. I have never noticed any drips, drops, runs, or any results of 
the fact that a liquid was involved (though probably the mistakes are buried in the wastebasket 
and I don’t see them when I visit sign shops). 
 
liquid laminate via dry transfer. This is not really a liquid, albeit named “AccuShield.” It is 
promoted as a liquid coating alternative by GBC. The product consists of an ultra thin, dry 
plastic, co-polymer that comes off a liner in order to adhere to the print. 
 
low activation temperature, a quality of an overlaminate thermal film to allow the process to 
function with minimal heat. Too much heat could damage some inkjet prints. 
 
low density adhesive, is not as its name indicates activated by low heat; low density adhesive 
requires high heat. 
 
low melt adhesive obviously acts as it’s name indicates, melts (becomes sticky) at relatively 
low temperature, meaning less heat than thermal (hot) laminate. You may need cold lamination 
or low melt for inkjet papers, which cannot take the heat of thermal lamination. 
 
low-temp heat mount A type of surface lamination.  
 
luster Less glare because a luster surface is not as shiny as gloss; luster implies a sheen 
resulting from light reflected. The term comes from reflectance from a mineral.  see also gloss 
finish, matte finish, and satin finish. In England may be spelled lustre. 
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mandrel is the bar or shaft on which the roll is loaded. Depending on the complexity of the 
laminator, it may have a supply roll mandrel, top mandrel, bottom mandrel, release liner take up 
mandrel. 
 
matte film A textured (light granulated or frosted appearance) lamination that will decrease the 
amount of glare on a product. This finish can be used on either indoor or outdoor products. The 
alternative would be a shiny surface film, called glossy. 
 
Milky, or cloudy appearance is an undesired effect in lamination. You want the laminated 
product to be clear, or at least matte. 
 
mil thickness Measured in thousands of an inch, this is the thickness of the lamination film.  
 
monomer A chemical structure that reacts with itself and forms a polymer. The original 
unpolymerized compound. (www.latma.com.au/glossary_g-m.htm) 
 
monomeric An overlaminate of vinyl film that is good for indoor and short-term use of products.  
 
mount you may wish to use a roll laminating machine or a dry mount press to mount a print 
(usually to a foamcore, other comparable board, or other stiff material). This may, or may not, 
entail any lamination whatsoever. See also dry mounting. 
 
necking occurs when too much heat and tension is pulling the laminate out of shape before it 
gets into the nip (www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htp).  
 
nip The entrance area between the rollers where the lamination process begins. 
 
outfeed trimmer, see also infeed trimmer. A slitter within the laminating machine that does 
vertical trimming after the product exits the system. 
 
over-laminate When laminate material is only applied to one side of a product, usually the top.  
 
polycarbonate, a kind of lamination film used in pressure sensitive lamination. Other kinds of 
lamination film include synthetic resins, such as polyester.  
 
polyester The protective layer of thermal lamination film that does not melt during the 
lamination process. In most cases, a high polyester content is desired. Polyester itself is a 
synthetic polymer. 
 
polyethylene A type of resin adhesive used for thermal film. During the hot lamination process, 
polyethylene becomes a liquid. After it comes in contact with the product, either fans or chill 
rollers are used to cool the polyethylene into a flexible solid. 
 
polymer see also copolymer. Molecules react together and form a compound with a higher 
molecular weight and hold different physical properties. 
(www.compositestone.com/glossary.html) poly (meaning many) as opposed to a monomer 
(mono meaning single). 
 

http://www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htp
http://www.compositestone.com/glossary.html
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polymeric An overlaminate of vinyl film used on products used for outside and for more than a 
year. This method is more resistant of weather conditions such as Ultraviolet light, rain, and 
extreme temperatures.  
 
pouch lamination a common method of lamination due to its inexpensive nature. Pouch 
laminators can be bought in most office supply stores. This method is able to laminate products 
at fixed sizes. The lamination pouch is usually sealed on one to three sides. Glue is heated and 
seals the product. Primarily uses the method of hot lamination. A downside of pouch lamination 
is the size of the shelf space needed to store the pouches, especially the larger pouches. See 
also encapsulating 
 
pressure sensitive adhesive has a release liner to keep the material from sticking before this 
is desired. 
 
pressure sensitive pouch This pouch is sent through a laminator and the back becomes 
sticky. The back is then peeled off and placed onto a surface to be laminated. 
 
pressure sensitive This is a type of lamination film that has at least one sticky side. PSA is 
differentiated from thermal (hot) lamination. 
 
pressure-sensitive / cold This film is coated with a cross-linking solvent acrylic adhesive to 
protect against moisture, fingerprints, dust, and Ultraviolet light. 
 
print curl When a print is not able to lay flat. Loosening the tension on the rollers can prevent 
this. This can also occur when the temperature is set too high.  
 
printable laminate is an adhesive laminate with an inkjet coating. So you print on the film and 
mount it onto a rigid material. Printable laminate was publicized by Rexam (now InteliCoat) and 
is now available also from GCB and elsewhere. 
 
protection the laminate provides protection against scratches, water, abrasion, defacement 
from graffiti, etc. Most inkjet prints do not hold up well to all of the above. Canvas, however, is 
traditionally protected with a clear coat (liquid laminate), and not a film. A film laminate makes 
canvas look too much like plastic. 
 
PSA film Pressure Sensitive Adhesive that is specifically used for the cold lamination process. 
 
PVC Poly Vinyl Chloride, what vinyl film is made of and can a solid color to be used as a 
decorative top surface, or can be clear and used to protect the back of a product.  
 
repositionable adhesive may already be available on the inkjet media, protected by a release 
liner. 
 
resin, in lamination, it would be a synthetic resin; an example would be polyester or polyvinyl. 
This gives film its bonding properties. 
 
rewind as a noun, the shaft that rewinds the laminated result or other roll-fed material. One 
rewinding mechanism may be called scrap rewind, to wind back up the release liner after it has 
been pulled off to release the adhesive surface underneath. 
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roll feed tray, an option on better laminators which allows feeding a long print such as a 
banner. By feeding the image already rolled, it minimizes skewing if you tried to feed the print by 
hand. 
 
roll lamination A method of lamination that uses rollers made from either rubber or silicon 
material that applies laminate material to a document. This method is ideal for large documents 
and material of high volume.  
 
rollers help distribute resin evenly over the media. They are also used to remove air pockets in 
the laminate material. Depending on the price range, a laminator may have six or more rollers. 
Low cost, low-use laminators may have just two rollers. Silicon rubber is a common material. 
Some rollers may be heated, others not. 

 bowed roller: This roller is bent, or curved. Used to remove wrinkles in laminate. 

 herringbone roll: This roller is shaped like fish bones. Provides strength. 

 pull roller: Used to pull print through the line. Prevents film from wrapping around. 

 film roller, idler roll: Used to smooth and direct film through machine. 
 
satin finish, a surface finish with reduced glare. You might consider satin as being between 
glossy and matte. See also luster finish. 
 
scratch resistant finish A type of lamination finish that is very hard and has the ability to keep 
a product from scratching.  
 
select pouch film This type of pouch is produced in the United States and is considered the 
best quality of film for lamination.   
 
shoes see also heat shoes 
 
silvering The print has a silver or hazy appearance due to running the product through too fast 
or having the temperature either too hot or too cold. Silvering may result from lots of tiny 
bubbles of air being captured under the laminate. 
 
slitters The blade on the laminator that cuts vertically to divide a wider roll of laminate into two 
or more lesser widths as the just-laminated material exists the laminator.  A slitter is not actually 
a trimmer in the sense of final finishing; it is more a preliminary division of having ganged up 
(nested) several smaller jobs on a wide roll of laminate. May be an upper unwind slitter (AGL) or 
elsewhere situated. 
 
spray laminate Protects the product from dust, dirt, fingerprints, or water droplets.  
 
standard clear pouch film This type of film is products overseas and is the most common type 
of film used for laminating. This type of film is more expensive than the Select Pouch Film. 
 
stretch marks are one of many potential defects of improper thermal lamination. See also 
bubbles, waviness, delamination, silvering. 
 
substrate in printing it’s the material on which you print if the material is not coated with inkjet 
receptor chemicals. If the material is coated it’s called media. In lamination the substrate is 
either the same printed material or may be considered the foam core or other board on which 
the image is mounted. 
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supply roll (mandrel): A spindle that holds media that will be fed through the system. 
 
surface pyrometer A device used to measure the surface temperature of a product. 
 
tables, such as infeed table, outfeed table. These are basic tables to hold the object to be 
laminated and/or the board to which the image is to be laminated/mounted. You want these 
materials to be flat and at the proper level, both entering and exiting the laminator. 
 
tack bar The leading edge of a product that is attached to a tack bar before the start of the 
lamination process. 
 
takeup mandrel is a spindle used to remove the release liner, or peel sheet backing.  
 
tape laminator, tape lamination This is a type of low-cost entry-level laminator that is the size 
of a desktop printer that uses cartridges of tacky (pressure sensitive) adhesive film to laminate a 
product. You can either apply the tape on top of the paper, or simultaneously on the top and 
bottom to encapsulate it. To maintain low price such a tape laminator may be manual. 
 
tension knob is a clutch used for regulating tension on the supply roll mandrel. The purpose of 
tension is to eliminate potential wrinkles. 
 
texturize I am estimating this means to give a rough or grainy feel to the surface finish. 
 
thermal films: laminating film used during the hot mounting process. 
 
thermal hot mount A type of high heat lamination used for the back of printed products. The 
results are permanent and flexible. This lamination process must be used before any surface 
lamination process due to the high temperatures used.  
 
thermoplastic resins A material that is not made up of cross-links and has the ability to be 
remelted.  
 
thermosetting condensation resins This type of resin material changes after it has been 
heated and does not have the ability to change back. Before heated, it is fusible and soluble. 
The resin reacts during the heating process and forms a crosslink structure that cannot be 
remelted. 
 
transfer tape is a pressure sensitive adhesive that is applied to two sided release liner. It also 
can be applied by some laminators.  
 
trimmer A slitter used for trimming excess material. infeed trimmer and outfeed trimmer 
 
trimming means precisely that, trimming off excess material. You may use a trimmer or a cutter 
as a separate piece of equipment. You can do preliminary trimming simultaneously with 
laminating if your laminator is equipped with an infeed or outfeed trimmer. Trimming is part of 
finishing. 
 
tunnel, or tunneling is a defect caused by rolling a laminated print, especially if done with cold 
laminate (www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htm).  
 

http://www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htm
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UV or Ultraviolet cured liquid lamination, a process used in Neschen Accutech liquid 
lamination machines. A UV cured laminate resists the wear and tear of truckside advertising 
such as washing, cleaning detergent, highway splatter such as oil, gasoline, grease, etc. 
 
underlay is paper used to keep adhesive off the rollers. Underlay may be any cheap paper or 
left over backing paper. 
 
unwind used as a noun, the shaft to unwind the material. Mandrel and brake device in which 
material is released through the lamination machine. See also rewind. 
 
UV/UL pouch This type of pouch is used on products that will be displayed outdoors and has 
the ability to keep the ultraviolet rays of the sun from fading the product.  
 
vacuum laminator A lamination process where a sheet of dry film is cut to size and placed onto 
a product to be laminated. A vacuum is used to bind the laminate material to the product. This 
process is used for circuit boards or an inner layer.  
 
variable speed control allows you to change the result without changing the heat on the 
rollers. 
 
waves Caused by the alignment of the material in the laminator. High speeds, too much 
pressure, or not a high enough temperature can also cause this.  Waves (noun) result in an 
appearance of repeated wrinkles. Warping may result from a material that is reacting adversely 
to heat  (www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htm). See also dimpling. 
 
waviness or warping, see waves. 
 
web the material coming off a roll which moves through the lamination machine and comes out 
the other end. “The unwinding width of plastic coming off a supply roll, or the continuous flow of 
laminate coming out the back of the laminator” (www.ledcoinc.com/lamglossary.htm. top web, 
bottom web 
 
webbing the laminate Putting enough tension on the roll of laminate that will eliminate 
wrinkles.  
 
wet lamination A process where adhesive is printed onto a product and then laminate is 
adhered onto the product. Then the product is sent to an ultraviolet curing station where the 
adhesive binds the foil to the product. This is not something the normal sign shop will have to 
engage in. 
 
wind-up for winding up release liner after the liner has been removed to expose the adhesive. 
 
wrinkles are individual folds; not as much a repeated pattern (which would be waviness or a 
repeated impression) (www.gwjco.com/laminatingproblems.htm).  
 
 
 
Sources and Resources on the Internet 
 
http://216.239.37.100/search?q=cache:kIX0ZbBgKugJ:www.lma.org/Downloads/glossary.doc+
%22lamination%22+and+terms&hl=en&ie=UTF-8 

http://www.ledcoinc.com/digp_s.htm
http://www.ledcoinc.com/lamglossary.htm
http://www.gwjco.com/laminatingproblems.htm
http://216.239.37.100/search?q=cache:kIX0ZbBgKugJ:www.lma.org/Downloads/glossary.doc+%22lamination%22+and+terms&hl=en&ie=UTF-8
http://216.239.37.100/search?q=cache:kIX0ZbBgKugJ:www.lma.org/Downloads/glossary.doc+%22lamination%22+and+terms&hl=en&ie=UTF-8
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www.aros.net/~ozone/laminating_guide.htm 
 
www.beaconadhesives.com/process_guidelines.htm (pictures and describes a bit about using 
free radical adhesive for UV process). 
 
www.coldfoil.com/about/basics.htm (wet lamination, dry lamination, cold foiling). 
 
www.charrette-corp.com/resource/laminating.html (brief glossary and tips on laminating) 
 
www.coldfoil.com/about/basics.htm 
 
www.compositesone.com/glossary.html (16 page glossary on composites. Glossary is technical 
but has a number of terms of use if you wish to get deeper into lamination materials.) 
 
www.daige.com 
 
www.emseal.com.au/glossary.htm (short glossary from reseller). 
 
www.epinions.com/mags-review-688-1DCEC127-3A48D2F5-prod4 (comments on a “Guide to 
Laminating” but not the actual guide itself). 
 
www.flexoexchange.com/gorilla/coldfoil.html (cold foiling, somewhat off the subject of laminating 
inkjet prints). 
 
www.GBCconnect.com 
 
www.hotlaminators.com (contains several pages of helpful information on pouch lamination). 
 
www.kodak.com/global/en/service/faqs/faq1020.shtml (Kodak FAQ on dry mounting thermal dye 
sub prints). 
 
www.Interlamexpo.com 
 
www.laminationstation.com/glossary.html (brief glossary on lamination) 
 
www.laminator.net/lamination-glossary.html (brief glossary on lamination) 
 
www.latma.com.au/glossary.htm (24 page glossary from Label and Tag Manufacturer’s 
Association of Australia). 
 
www.ledcoinc.com/lamglossary.htm (very brief glossary on lamination from manufacturer). 
 
www.lma.org/downloads/glossary.doc or wwwlma.org/Downloads/glossary.pdf (glossary from 
the Laminating Materials Association) 
 
www.nmnh.si.edu/anthro/conservation/lamination/lamination_guidelines.htm (Guidelines for the 
Care of Works on Paper with Cellulose Acetate Lamination.” A warning by the Artwork 
Preservation Project, Smithsonian, that artwork may be damaged over the long run by some 
kinds of lamination.) 
 

http://www.aros.net/~ozone/laminating_guide.htm
http://www.beaconadhesives.com/process_guidelines.htm
http://www.coldfoil.com/about/basics.htm
http://www.charrette-corp.com/resource/laminating.html
http://www.coldfoil.com/about/basics.htm
http://www.compositesone.com/glossary.html
http://www.daige.com/
http://www.emseal.com.au/glossary.htm
http://www.epinions.com/mags-review-688-1DCEC127-3A48D2F5-prod4
http://www.flexoexchange.com/gorilla/coldfoil.html
http://www.gbcconnect.com/
http://www.hotlaminators.com/
http://www.kodak.com/global/en/service/faqs/faq1020.shtml
http://www.interlamexpo.com/
http://www.laminationstation.com/glossary.html
http://www.laminator.net/lamination-glossary.html
http://www.latma.com.au/glossary.htm
http://www.ledcoinc.com/lamglossary.htm
http://www.lma.org/downloads/glossary.doc%20or%20wwwlma.org/Downloads/glossary.pdf
http://www.nmnh.si.edu/anthro/conservation/lamination/lamination_guidelines.htm
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www.nmnh.si.edu/anthro/conservation/lamination/lamination_glossary.htm (glossary on 
lamination terms, especially relative to preservation of artwork.) 
 
www.officezone.com/?source=business 
 
www.pro-image.com/Merchant2/glossary.htm (short glossary on lamination) 
 
www.pstc.org/publications/glossary.php (Glossary of Pressure Sensitive Tape Council). 
 
www.radtech-europe.com/download/boltepaperjune.pdf (free radical adhesive and UV inks; not 
inkjet). 
 
www.royalsovereign.com/manual/rs_1650h_1050h_1050n_685n_e.pdf (Shows and names the 
various parts of a laminator; very very useful. Unfortunately won’t print due to PostScript error.) 
A slightly longer version of a comparable illustrated manual is on www.rs-
group.com/manual/rs_1050_685_e.pdf.  
 
www.shipleysolar.com/keyTerms/lamination.ihtml?member_id=:member_id 
 
www.signindustry.com/digital/articles.php3 
 
www.stickybusiness.com/customer_care/glossary.htm (although a glossary on labels this is 
useful for learning about lamination also. The glossary is extensive albeit unillustrated) 
 
All About Clearstar Coatings: Liquid Laminates Clear Untraviolet-Protective Coatings A Product 
Guide for our Customers  
www.clearstarcorp.com 
 
EPS Associates, Large Format Printing News. Lamination: The Basics (Part 1 of 2), October 
2001 
www.epsassociates.com 
 
Drytac Catalog, 2002, Page 5 Lamination Films Suitable For Outdoor Applications, 
www.drytac.com 
 
VAR Full Line Catalog, USI, www.USI-laminate.com, 147-page catalog of laminating and related 
materials. Includes illustrated glossary. This is therefore one of the few descriptive texts which 
illustrations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nmnh.si.edu/anthro/conservation/lamination/lamination_glossary.htm
http://www.officezone.com/?source=business
http://www.pro-image.com/Merchant2/glossary.htm
http://www.pstc.org/publications/glossary.php
http://www.radtech-europe.com/download/boltepaperjune.pdf
http://www.royalsovereign.com/manual/rs_1650h_1050h_1050n_685n_e.pdf
http://www.rs-group.com/manual/rs_1050_685_e.pdf
http://www.rs-group.com/manual/rs_1050_685_e.pdf
http://www.shipleysolar.com/keyTerms/lamination.ihtml?member_id=:member_id
http://www.signindustry.com/digital/articles.php3
http://www.stickybusiness.com/customer_care/glossary.htm
http://www.clearstarcorp.com/
http://www.epsassociates.com/
http://www.drytac.com/
http://www.usi-laminate.com/

